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The Goodyear BHO3—A Car Tire That Generates Electricity
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Recalling the Facts
1. Do you think it is possible to
build a tire that can generate the to-
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system that keeps the outer temperature of the tire reasonable while
it is extremely hot inside. The goal
here is to not melt the blacktop on
the road's surface or burn a person’s
hand if they touch a tire.
Goodyear's goal is to get every
bit of otherwise wasted energy converted into electricity. To convert
the physical deformation of the tires
where they touch the road, Goodyear
built a separate piezoelectric layer
that converts into electricity the
physical flexing of the tire as it rolls.
These tires are extremely rugged and
they can run safely at 50 miles per
hour for up to 50 miles even after
suffering a puncture. Photo 2 shows
what the Goodyear BHO3 prototype
tire display looked like at the Geneva
Switzerland International Motor
show. You can view a video introducing the BHO3 at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ViMqrtq4aYg.
The Goodyear press release that
I received did not indicate how the
electricity will be transferred from
the tires to the batteries, how much
electricity the system can generate, or how soon this prototype tire
will find its way into commercial
use. However, down the road, when
it is introduced it might increase
the range of the all-electric vehicle
enough to make the all-electric vehicle practical.

tal needs of a future electric vehicle?
Why?
2. Does the tire described in this
column void any of the laws of thermodynamics? Why?

